
Year 1: Grace Darling History 

History Skills 

Chronology Creates simple timelines to sequence objects within their own experience. Confidently use 

vocabulary associated with the past e.g. old/ new, then/ now.  

Historical enquiry: research Can match old objects to people or situations from the past. Can describe how some as-

pects of life today differ from the past using simple historical vocabulary. 

Change and continuity  Can talk about similarities and differences between two or more historical sources using 

simple historical terms.  

What do we already know?  

 Names of different oceans  

 How to use  different sources to find out historical information .  

 That the RNLI save people at sea today.  

Famous Person  Famous Place Text Driver 

Grace Darling 

 

Farne Islands 

 

 

  

Key Facts 

Grace Darling lived in a lighthouse on Longstone Rock—one of the Farne Islands. Her father was a lighthouse keeper.  

Grace looked out the window one stormy night in 1838  - she saw a shipwreck.  

The SS Forfarshire had crashed so Grace and her father William rowed out to help and found 9 survivors.  

Grace and her father became heroes and were awarded medals 

Grace became famous around the world and the Grace Darling Museum was opened in her honour.  

Timeline  

Stone/Bronze/Iron Age        10000BCE—550BCE 

Ancient Egypt                3100BCE—30BCE 

Mayans                                2600BCE-900CE 

Ancient Greeks   

900BCE-146BCE                                  

Romans  753BCE-476CE                                 

Vikings and  

Anglo-Saxons   

449CE-1066 

Great Fire 

of London  

1666 

Victorians 

1837-1901 

WW2  

1939-1945 
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Vocabulary 

Key Word Image Definition 

Awarded 
 

 
Given a special prize.  

Farne Islands  A group of islands off the coast of Northumberland.  

Honour 
 

 
To treat someone with special attention.  

Lighthouse  
A tower containing a beacon light to warn or guide ships 

at sea.  

Lighthouse keeper  A person whose job it is to look after the lighthouse.  

SS Forfarshire  The ship that crashed on the rocks.  

Survivor   The people who lived.  

Shipwreck   A ship that has broken up or sunk.  

Key Questions 

Can I say who Grace Darling was? 

Can I explain how we find out about the past? 

Can I use photographs, artefacts and books to research events from the past?  

Can I explain how lighthouses are used? 

Can I compare the use of lighthouses then and now? 

Can I use words related to time and passing of time?  

Can I sequence the key events of Grace Darling’s life? 

Can I recognise how live saving at sea has changed over time? 

Timeline 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I will know at the end of the project... 

1.  I will be able to explain who Grace Darling was and why she is important.   

2. I will be able to explain and order the key events of Grace Darling’s life.   

3. I will  be able to explain the differences between life saving at sea then and now.  

4. I  can explain that we know about the Grace Darling because of historical sources, such as biographies, and 

begin to understand that some sources are more helpful than others . 
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